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ABSTRACT Soil moisture (SM) is a pivotal element in surface hydrological processes, energy transfer,
and mass exchange over the Mongolian Plateau (MP). However, spatial and temporal SM variability on
the MP has remained unclear over previous decades due to global warming. Therefore, we conducted a
spatio-temporal investigation of SM in the MP from 1950 to 2020 using ERA5-Land reanalysis datasets.
Our research detected a declining trend of SM (from -0.003 m3/m3 per decade to -0.005 m3/m3 per decade)
as well as an increasing trend of soil temperature (ST) (from 0.247 ◦C per decade to 0.267 ◦C per decade)
alongwith an increasing soil depth on theMP during the past 70 years.Meanwhile, as the depth increased, the
fluctuation degrees of SM and ST gradually declined, and the month for the maximum value emergence was
delayed. Statistical analyses, including correlation and Granger causality analysis, suggest that precipitation
is the dominant driver of SM dynamics in the MP over the warm season (ST>0 ◦C). The proportion that
precipitation being the cause of the SM variation was above 80% across different depths. Additionally,
evaporation is a leading factor in triggering SM fluctuations. The percentage of evaporation being the cause
of the SM variation was maintained above 60% among different soil layers over the warm season (ST>0
◦C). Meanwhile, multilayer SM, except for the 100–289 cm layer ones, expressed effective feedback to
both precipitation (regional proportions varying between 22.64% and 40.28%) and evaporation (regional
proportion varying between 36.76% and 64.72%).

17 INDEX TERMS Soil moisture, the Mongolian plateau, decreasing trend, correlation, causality analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION18

Soil moisture (SM) is a key component of the land-19

atmosphere, water, and energy cycle system [1], [2]. It can20

efficiently capture and retain the variation characteristics21

derived from both atmospheric and undergroundwater, which22
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approving it for publication was Qingli Li .

then have a potential influence on the temporal and spatial 23

evolution patterns of climate and ecosystems [3]. Considering 24

the critical role of SM in hydrology, ecology, climatology, 25

meteorology, and agronomy, great efforts have been made 26

to explore and analyze the distribution of SM from various 27

aspects [4]], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Deng et al. [9] analyzed the 28

global SM variation trend using the ERA-Interim reanalysis 29

data. They found that the global SM decreased remarkably 30
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during 1979–2017 and will continuously be dominated by31

a drying trend in the future. Sheffield and Wood [10] con-32

ducted research on global drought trends and variability33

characteristics using SM derived from simulations of the34

terrestrial hydrological cycle. The results revealed that there35

was an insignificant wetting trend during 1950–2000 and a36

drying trend since the 1970s, especially in the high northern37

latitudes. Albergel et al. [11] used three types of reanaly-38

sis and remotely sensed SM products to investigate global39

trend analysis from 1988 to 2010. Two of the three SM40

datasets (ERA-Land and microwave-retrieved SM) showed41

a similar declining trend, whereas the MERRA-Land prod-42

uct showed a slight wetting tendency. These studies support43

the advancement of global SM trend analysis, which could44

boost our understanding of current hydrological processes in45

the context of global warming. Despite the overall drying46

trend derived from the global perspective, the regional SM47

reveals rather complex conditions owing to the comprehen-48

sive effects of climate zones, hydrothermal combinations,49

underlying surface types, and human activities. Therefore,50

it is crucial to illustrate the spatial and temporal evolutionary51

trends of SM at the regional scale to clarify the local SM52

response to climate change.53

The Mongolian Plateau (MP), located in the middle of54

the Eurasian continent and covering an area of approxi-55

mately 2million square kilometers with an average altitude of56

1,600 m, has a temperate continental climate. Moreover, the57

extremely fragile ecology of MP is quite sensitive to global58

climate change, especially for changes in water availabil-59

ity [12], [13]. Numerous studies have been undertaken on60

land cover, vegetation, water bodies, and evapotranspiration61

responses to climate change in the MP [14], [15], [16],62

[17]. As a sensitive indicator of climate change, long-term63

serial variation in SM at the MP could be used to distin-64

guish regional climate evolution. Additionally, it could also65

promote an understanding of the land-surface water cycle66

and material exchange in the highland areas [5]. Neverthe-67

less, to the best of our knowledge, SM response to climate68

change on the MP over the past 70 years has rarely been69

investigated. Hence, it is necessary to disclose the variation70

features of SM in the MP, which would then be conducive71

to the understanding of land-surface water storage evolution72

trends in arid and semi-arid climatic areas. This study will73

provide a basis for exploring SM variation trends in the MP,74

while simultaneously determining the interactions between75

SM and related land-surface parameters (soil temperature76

(ST), precipitation, and evaporation).77

II. STUDY AREA, DATA RESOURCES, AND78

METHODOLOGY79

A. STUDY REGION80

As shown in figure 1, the length of the MP is approximately81

2500 km East–West and 1500 km North–South. The MP82

includes the whole territory of Mongolia, the Republic of83

Tuva, the Republic of Buryat, Transbaikal Krai in the south of84

Russia, and the north of China’s InnerMongolia Autonomous 85

Region. This plateau falls under the temperate continental cli- 86

mate zone with an annual rainfall of approximately 200 mm 87

and large monthly temperature variations. It has long, cold 88

winters (−23 ◦C on average) and short, cool summers (16 ◦C 89

on average). The MP is mountainous in the northwest and 90

dominated by vast bare areas in the southeast and large hills 91

in the middle and east. The altitude gradually decreases from 92

west to east. Influenced by the local climate, the vegetation 93

cover successively spans forests, forest grasslands, typical 94

grasslands, desert grasslands, and Gobi Deserts from north 95

to south. 96

B. DATA 97

As the fifth-generation reanalysis product of the European 98

Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), 99

ERA5-Land has attracted extensive attention since its advent. 100

ERA5-Land is produced using 4D-Var data assimilation and 101

model forecasts by the ECMWF. The global ERA5-Land 102

monthly averaged data is published from 1950 to date, with a 103

regular lat–lon grid of 0.1×0.1 degrees. All data can be easily 104

acquired through the Copernicus Climate Change Service 105

Climate Data Store (https://www.ecmwf.int/). The ERA5- 106

Land was developed by combining model data with abundant 107

observations across the globe to formulate a spatial-temporal 108

continuous and consistent climate reanalysis dataset using the 109

laws of physics. The model used in the production of ERA5- 110

Land is the tiled ECMWF scheme for surface exchanges over 111

land, incorporating land surface hydrology (H-TESSEL). For 112

more details about the complicated dynamic physical process 113

of ERA5-Land, readers can refer to [19] and [20]. Four layers 114

of SM and ST are currently available at depths of 0–7 cm 115

(Layer 1), 7–28 cm (Layer 2), 28–100 cm (Layer 3), and 100– 116

289 cm (Layer 4). In addition to ST, precipitation and evap- 117

oration are also adopted to explore the underlying process 118

of the cause and effect of SM variation due to their strong 119

interdependence, as proven by various previous studies [8], 120

[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. 121

In this study, we used monthly ERA5-Land multi-layer 122

SM products from 1950 to 2020 to investigate the soil water 123

content variation characteristics. As the successor of ERA- 124

Interim, ERA5-Land SM products provide various improve- 125

ments and have been thoroughly evaluated since inception, 126

achieving favorable results compared to other reanalysis 127

products [28], [29]. Although numerous of remotely sensed 128

SMproducts are available, the prevalently existed gap regions 129

and the limited penetration depth of microwave significantly 130

restrict the comprehensive investigation. Given the penetra- 131

tion limitation of the sensor signal, remotely sensed products 132

can only obtain SM information at 0–5 cm depth. In com- 133

parison, the ERA5-Land reanalysis products can retrieve SM 134

information at 0–289 cm depth. Compared to remotely sensed 135

products, ERA5-Land derived SM has notable superiority 136

in terms of spatio-temporal data continuity. Apart from the 137

ERA5-Land SM, the Global Land Data Assimilation System 138

SM is another widely evaluated and used assimilation-based 139
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FIGURE 1. (a) Location of the MP. The border of the MP is derived from the National Earth System Data Center (http://www.geodata.cn/) (b) Digital
elevation model of the MP. (c) Land cover types of the MP in 2020. Land cover data were obtained from the European Space Agency Climate Change
Initiatives website (https://www.esa-landcover-cci.org/) [18].

product [30]. Additionally, ST, precipitation, and evapora-140

tion were utilized to explore the underlying interactions with141

SM. Furthermore, the water bodies of the ERA5-Land prod-142

ucts in the MP were filtered using the Moderate-resolution143

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 44 w water mask prod-144

uct [31].145

The in-situmeasurements were downloaded from the Inter-146

national Soil Moisture Network (https://ismn.geo.tuwien.147

ac.at/en/) to quantitively clarify the accuracy of ERA5-Land148

SM product over the MP. The MONGOLIA SM ground net-149

work had 42 stations, which monitored the soil water content150

at the depth of 0–0.1 m, 0.1–0.2 m, 0.2–0.3 m, 0.3–0.4 m,151

0.4–0.5 m, 0.5–0.6 m, 0.6–0.7 m, 0.7–0.8m, 0.8–0.9 m, and152

0.9–1.0 m, individually. And the SMwas recorded once every153

ten days from April to October during 1964–1992.154

C. METHODOLOGY155

1) PREPROCESSING156

The format of ERA5-Land product was transformed from the157

original NC to TIFF using the programming language Python158

3.5 and the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library [32]. More-159

over, all the parameters were then converted to the coordinate160

system of GCS_WGS_1984 to be convenient for subsequent161

investigations and exhibitions.162

The monthly in-situ measurements were achieved by cal- 163

culating the arithmetic means of the three recordings within 164

one month. Specifically, the monthly value of 0–0.1 m was 165

used as the theoretical true value to evaluate ERA5-Land 166

SM of layer 1; the average value of monthly 0.1–0.2 m and 167

0.2–0.3 m was applied to verify ERA5-Land SM of layer 168

2; the average value of monthly 0.3–0.4 m, 0.4–0.5 m, 0.5– 169

0.6 m, 0.6–0.7 m, 0.7–0.8m, 0.8–0.9 m, and 0.9–1.0 m was 170

employed to validate ERA5-Land SM of layer 3. 171

2) ERROR PARAMETERS 172

The Pearson correlation (R), bias, root mean square 173

error (RMSE), and unbiased root mean square deviation 174

(ubRMSD) were selected to jointly validate the accuracy 175

level of ERA5-Land SM. Moreover, Previous studies have 176

demonstrated close interactions between ST, evaporation, 177

precipitation, and SM [26], [28], [33]. Thus, the R was also 178

utilized in this study to analyze the degree of their temporal 179

relevance. 180

R =

∑n
i=1 (Yi − Y )

(
Xi − X̄

)
√∑n

i=1 (Yi − Y )
2

√
n∑
i=1

(
Xi − X̄

)2 (1) 181
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Bias =

∑n
i=1 Xi −

∑n
i=1 Yi

n
(2)182

RMSE =

√∑n
i=1 (Yi − Xi)

2

n
(3)183

ubRMSD =

√∑n
i=1

[(
Xi − X̄

)
−
(
Yi − Ȳ

)]2
n

(4)184

where Xi and X̄ represent the ERA5-Land SM values at pixel185

i, the arithmetic mean of all the ERA5-Land SM values, Yi186

and Ȳ represent the in-situ measurements at station i, and187

the average value of all the in-situ measurements values,188

respectively.189

3) CALCULATION OF THE ROLLING MEAN190

The strong seasonality of SM, ST, evaporation, and precipita-191

tion could influence the trend analysis and interaction explo-192

ration of these variables. Hence, we removed the seasonality193

of these variables by calculating the rolling mean [34]. The194

rolling mean equation is as follows:195

Rolling mean (t) = ¯S(t − 11 : t) (5)196

where ¯S(t − 11 : t) is the average value of the above-197

mentioned variables d from month t − 11 to month t .198

4) CROSS-CORRELATION BETWEEN ST, EVAPORATION,199

PRECIPITATION, AND SM200

In an effort to explore the response and memory of SM on201

ST, evaporation, and precipitation, cross-correlation was used202

to illustrate the time-series correlation variations [4], [5].203

The formula for calculating the cross-correlation is listed in204

Equation (6).205

Cross correlation =
∑

n
X [n+ k]× Y ∗[n] (6)206

where X is the SM product, Y ∗ is the complex conjugate of207

ST, evaporation, or precipitation, n is the n array length, and208

k is the lag month.209

5) GRANGER CAUSALITY ANALYSIS210

The Granger causality test was used in this study to explore211

the coupling relationship between ST, evaporation, precipi-212

tation, and SM at corresponding depths. Clive Granger, who213

won the Nobel Prize in economics as an econometrician in214

2003, proposed this test to analyze the causality between vari-215

ables [35]. This is a statistical hypothesis test for determin-216

ing whether one time series is useful in forecasting another.217

The Granger causality analysis has been broadly applied in218

various fields including economics [36], [37], 38]. In recent219

years, Granger causality analysis has become increasingly220

popular in enhancing the understanding of the Earth system221

science processes [39], [40], [41], 42]. The Granger causality222

test equations are as follows.223

Yt =
∑n

i=1
aiYt−i +

∑n

i=1
biXt−i + εt (7)224

Xt =
∑n

i=1
ciXt−i +

∑n

i=1
diYt−i + ηt (8)225

FIGURE 2. Boxplot of R, bias, RMSE, and ubRMSD of monthly ERA5-Land
SM at the MONGOLIA network.

TABLE 1. Average values of error parameters of different layers.

where Xt and Yt are two time series, n is the sample capacity, 226

ai, bi, ci, and di are regression coefficients, εt and ηt are white 227

noise. Equations (7) and (8) demonstrate that the Granger 228

causality test not only considers the interrelationship between 229

the two target variables but also considers the time series auto- 230

correlation in each variable. An F-test was then used to check 231

whether the Granger causality hypothesis is tenable (usually 232

set F≤0.05 or 0.1). If the estimation of Yt can be significantly 233

improved by taking Xt into consideration compared to merely 234

using past Yt values, it means that previous values of Xt have 235

a statistically significant effect on the current value of Yt , and 236

vice versa. 237

Additionally, a significance test with the confidence level 238

of 95%was used throughout the paper to assure the reliability 239

and stability of our findings. 240

III. RESULTS 241

A. ACCURACY VALIDATION 242

Boxplots were used in this study to display the range of error 243

parameters. The horizontal solid lines from top to bottom 244

represent the maximum, first quartile, median, third quar- 245

tile, and minimum values [43]. The horizontal dotted line 246

stands for the average, and the red dots indicate potential 247

outliers. As can be seen in figure 2 and table 1, the boxplot 248

revealed an increasing accuracy level as the depth gradually 249

decreased. The Layer 1 SM achieved the superior perfor- 250

mance with higher R and smaller bias, RMSE, and ubRMSD. 251
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FIGURE 3. Spatial pattern of average SM during 1950–2020 in the MP at different layers. (a) Layer 1: 0–7 cm; (b) Layer 2:
7–28 cm; (c) Layer 3: 28–100 cm; (d) Layer 4: 100–289 cm. (SM unit: m3/m3).

The ERA5-Land SM slightly underestimated the in-situ mea-252

surements in general. The ERA5-Land SM could basically253

depict the value of in-situ measurements with low RMSE,254

ubRMSD, and small bias. Because the monthly mean with255

only three recordings could hardly express the synthetical256

condition of SM in a month, the correlations against in-situ257

measurements were not favorable. And this results was accor-258

dant with previous study [28]. Future analysis would be259

carried out to make further efforts to understand the accuracy260

of ERA5-Land SM over the TP when daily in-situ measure-261

ments are available.262

B. SPATIAL PATTERN OF SM AT DIFFERENT LAYERS263

Figure 3 shows spatial patterns of the average SM in the264

MP from 1950 to 2020 at different layers. The dry region265

(SM≤0.2 m3/m3) is mainly located in the southwest of the266

MP, which belongs to the Gobi Desert. As one of the largest267

deserts and semi-deserts in the world, only a small amount268

of precipitation and few seasonal rivers are surface water269

supply sources. The scarce water supply combined with pre-270

vailing dry north and north-west winds lead to extremely dry271

conditions. The SM in the Baikal Lake Basin is relatively272

humid because of the nourishment of the lake and nearby273

rivers. Apart from soil water extraction, broadly distributed274

forests and shrublands also play a critical role in SM con-275

servation. Vegetation can effectively redistribute precipitation276

via interception, absorption, and infiltration. Additionally,277

vegetation can reduce diurnal temperature differences, ease278

climate change, and increase air humidity. As a result, the279

soil remained relatively moist (SM≥0.3 m3/m3).280

To intuitively depict the SM pattern variation, we firstly 281

compared the annual average SM values in 1950 and 2020. 282

As shown in figure 4, the SM of all layers became drier 283

in 2020 compared to 1950. The dry regions, shown in red 284

and orange, expanded remarkably from the southwest to the 285

east. Meanwhile, the SM around Baikal Lake Basin remained 286

stable. In addition, cumulative distribution function (CDF) 287

curves were drawn to clearly and quantitatively illustrate a 288

statistical difference in the SM value distribution. As shown 289

in figures 4 (c), (f), (i), and (l), the 2020 CDF curves were 290

much higher during 0.1-0.25 m3/m3 than those of 1950, 291

suggesting that there may exist varying degrees of soil water 292

drying trends during the past 70 years. Simultaneously, this 293

integral decreasing variation pattern is roughly consistent 294

with the conclusions of [44], [45]. Considering the exten- 295

sive variations in SM in the MP, it is important to conduct 296

further analysis to understand specific spatiotemporal evo- 297

lution characteristics and explore the potential evolutionary 298

mechanisms. 299

C. TEMPORAL SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 300

1) TEMPORAL SEQUENCE OF ORIGINAL DATA 301

Themonthly evolutionary sequences of the various SM layers 302

were investigated using scatter density distribution (Figure 5). 303

Every 0.1◦×0.1 ◦C grid inside the MP was treated as scatter 304

in this study. The arithmetic average was also displayed to 305

reflect the overall situation of all scatters. We observed an 306

apparent and regular annual fluctuation cycle of the maxi- 307

mum SM value between the four layers, which could be up 308
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of spatial patterns of annual SM in 1950 and 2020 in the MP at different layers and their corresponding
CDF curves. (SM unit: m3/m3).

to 0.4 m3/m3 in the wet season and down to 0.35 m3/m3
309

in the dry season. However, the minimum value remained310

stable throughout the year, and the arithmetic average varied311

between 0.25–0.3 m3/m3. In terms of different layers, the SM312

of layer 4 (at depth of 100–289 cm) exhibited less flow fluc-313

tuation than the others, suggesting the relative stability and314

insusceptibility of the deep layer SM (Figure 5 (d)). Accord-315

ingly, as shown in figure 6 (d), the temporal sequences of the316

deep-layer ST also presented a relatively gentle annual fluc-317

tuation trend compared to the other layers. A joint overview318

of SM and ST showed consistent water–heat covariations319

in conjunction with the seasonal rhythm cycle. Temporal320

trends of precipitation and evaporation were also exhibited321

to describe natural water replenishment and loss conditions322

(Figures 7 and 8). In figure 8, negative values indicate evap-323

oration and positive values indicate condensation. It can be324

clearly observed that precipitation and evaporation peaks325

simultaneously appear in summer. Moreover, SM responded326

reasonably well to precipitation. Temporary sufficient precip-327

itation can simultaneously enhance the increase of SM and328

evaporation.329

Apart from the long-term temporal sequence, boxplots 330

were drawn to explicitly show the statistical properties as 331

well as monthly variations of SM, ST, precipitation, and 332

evaporation in figures 9–12. As displayed in figure 9, SMwas 333

mainly concentrated in 0.18–0.35 m3/m3 and the maxi- 334

mum revealed periodic fluctuation except for the layer 4, 335

which was in accordance with the CDF curves in figure 336

4 and the temporal sequence in figure 5. In terms of ST, 337

there was a pronounced increasing trend with the begin- 338

ning of summer, and a decreasing trend with the setting 339

in of winter. Moreover, as the soil depth increased, the 340

degree of fluctuation gradually decreased, and a month 341

with the maximum value was delayed. This observation 342

indicated that the influence of air temperature on geother- 343

mal temperature can be significantly decreased and delayed 344

by a thick soil layer. Figures 11 and 12 show a signif- 345

icant positive interdependency between precipitation and 346

evaporation. Evaporation could be effectively enhanced by 347

increasing precipitation and temperature. However, there 348

was a gap between precipitation and evaporation, implying 349

that remaining rainfall infiltrated into the soil, leading to a 350
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FIGURE 5. Temporal sequences of the original SM scatter density distribution.

gradual increase in SM from the surface layer to the bottom351

layer.352

2) ROLLING MEAN TREND ANALYSIS353

To explore the integral trend, rather than merely focusing354

on the seasonal cycle, the long-term mean seasonal variation355

was removed from each parameter by subtracting the moving356

average of the preceding 12-month. The rolling mean charac-357

teristics of SM, ST, precipitation, and evaporation are plotted358

with confidence intervals (Figures 13–16). Trends in the time359

series were investigated using linear regression. A statisti-360

cally significant negative trend of [-0.003, -0.005] m3/m3 per361

decade was found for SM. This decreasing trend was aggra-362

vated by increasing soil depth. This phenomenon indicated363

that although the deep layers behaved relatively impervious364

to seasonal climatic changes, the climate elements did have365

a significant impact on the long-term evolutionary trend of366

the deep layer compared to the surface layer SM. Corre-367

spondingly, as shown in figure 14 (a)–(d), this finding could368

also be supported by the increasing trend of ST. There was a369

0.247 ◦C per decade positive trend for layer 1, and a 0.267 ◦C 370

for layer 4, outlining an 8 % increase compared to layer 1. 371

Additionally, precipitation revealed a slow decreasing trend 372

of -0.016 mm per decade, and evaporation exhibited a similar 373

trend of 0.005 mm per decade. It can be observed that there 374

was a gap between the decrease of rainfall and evaporation. 375

This gap meant that SM and root absorption did not correlate 376

with decreasing precipitation. Overall, it was indicated that 377

SM reduces as depth increases, and this trend might be trig- 378

gered by the combined action of increasing temperature and 379

decreasing precipitation. The impact of precipitation on the 380

surface layer SM declination was verified in a previous study 381

using both remotely sensed and reanalysis products [45]. 382

D. SPATIAL TREND ANALYSIS 383

1) CORRELATION ANALYSIS 384

ST, precipitation, and evaporation are important parameters 385

that exhibit bidirectional interactive responses to SM. When 386

temperature increases, water evaporates from the soil to the 387

air, resulting in a decrease in soil water content [27], [46]. 388
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FIGURE 6. Temporal sequences of the original ST scatter density distribution.

FIGURE 7. Temporal sequence of the original precipitation scatter density distribution.

Meanwhile, owing to the high specific heat capacity, water389

vapor could effectively absorb air heat, thereby reducing the390

temperature. The temperature and moisture gaps between the391

soil and air is then reduced, and the evaporation process also392

reduced. SM is responsive to precipitation, and the effect393

of precipitation on SM has been demonstrated by various394

researchers [21], [33], [47]. Additionally, positive and neg- 395

ative SM-precipitation feedback in terms of regional aridity 396

have been reported [8], [23], [48]. 397

Figure 17 displays the density scatterplots between the 398

different SM layers and the above-mentioned parameters on 399

theMP. Despite the different depths, the SM of the four layers 400
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FIGURE 8. Temporal sequence of the original evaporation scatter density distribution.

FIGURE 9. Monthly SM averages for different layers during 1950–2020.

FIGURE 10. Monthly ST averages for different layers during 1950–2020.

responded relatively similar to the corresponding parameters.401

As can be seen from figure 17 (a)–(d), there was a negative402

correlation between SM and ST, which is in accordance403

with widely acknowledged findings [28], [49]. Similarly, 404

we observed a significant positive correlation between pre- 405

cipitation and SM. It was noticed that when SM was around 406
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FIGURE 11. Monthly precipitation averages during 1950–2020.

FIGURE 12. Monthly evaporation averages during 1950–2020.

0.35 m3/m3, the increase in precipitation could remarkably407

promoted the increase of SM, suggesting that the soil reaches408

the saturation threshold. In terms of water loss, evapora-409

tion increased with increasing SM. However, the evaporation410

gradually decreased when SM steadily exceeded 0.35 m3/m3,411

which could have resulted from reduced energy availability412

linked to rainy or cold periods.413

In addition to the simple density scatterplot discussion, it is414

equally meaningful to analyze the time lag of the increasing415

depth of SM in response to the promoting or restraining416

effects of ST, precipitation, and evaporation. The rate of417

heat conduction, rainfall infiltration, and water evaporation418

can be influenced by soil depth, soil texture, land cover,419

and topography. This suggests that there may be different420

lags with increasing depth. The temporal cross-correlations421

between ST, precipitation, evaporation, and SM are shown422

in figure 18. As illustrated in figure 18 (a)–(d), ST revealed423

decreasing effects on SM with increasing depth. In com-424

parison, it can be observed from figure 18 (e)–(l) that both425

precipitation and evaporation displayed almost the same cross426

correlation to different layers of SM, which were not affected427

by soil depth. The cross correlations usually achieved the428

maximum values in the current month, indicating that the429

influence derived from ST, precipitation, and evaporation430

could spread to the SM from 0 to 289 cm depth within431

one month.432

2) SPATIAL EVOLUTIONARY DISTRIBUTION AND CAUSAL433

LINK ANALYSIS434

Figure 19 shows spatial trend patterns of the different SM435

layers from January 1950 to December 2020. The signifi-436

cance of the trend was set at p<0.05. Over 70% of the region437

presented a decreasing trend across various depths, with the 438

largest drop occurring in the southeastern and central parts 439

of the MP (rendered in red). Furthermore, the deep SM layer 440

displayed a more severe degree of drought variation than the 441

shallow layers. In contrast, less than 30% of the area revealed 442

a slightly increasing trend, which was mainly distributed 443

along the northeastern as well as northwestern borders of 444

the MP (rendered in purple). Simultaneously, precipitation 445

expressed a corresponding reducing pattern where the SM 446

decreased and an insignificant increasing trend where the 447

SM also turned wet (Figure 21). Accordingly, evaporation 448

demonstrated a coincident evolution pattern to precipitation, 449

increasing at the point where the precipitation increased (Fig- 450

ure 21). Nevertheless, it appears that the ST pattern was not 451

closely linked with the overall SM trend, implying that tem- 452

perature might not be the dominant element that triggered SM 453

fluctuation. Even so, it is noteworthy that the ST deep-layer 454

presented a more significant warming trend than the surface 455

layers. Only regions around Lake Baikal remained relatively 456

stable, highlighting the efficient capability of the water body 457

in regional heat regulation among various soil depths. 458

The possible causality between the different SM layers 459

and related parameters was explored using Granger analysis. 460

As shown in figure 23(a)–(d), areas without significant casual 461

links were prevalently distributed in the MP, indicating an 462

inconspicuous interaction between SM and ST. Nevertheless, 463

it is worth noting that the percentage of ST was found to be 464

the unidirectional cause of SM increase from 12% to over 465

50%, expanding from west to east, with a gradual increase 466

in the soil depth. In terms of precipitation, significant uni- 467

directional causality relationships appeared in over 50% of 468

the MP areas across all the layers (Figure 23(e)–(h)), illus- 469

trating a detectable impact of rainfall on the promotion of 470

SM. Furthermore, in terms of the first three layers, SM and 471

precipitation were found to have evident bidirectional causal- 472

ity relationships, which accounted for 21.52%, 39.78%, and 473

30.05% of the MP, respectively. While for the fourth layer, 474

the percentage of bidirectional causality sharply dropped to 475

10.56%, implying that it could be difficult for SM at 100– 476

289 cm or deeper to have a significant effect on precipitation. 477

For evaporation, significant bidirectional causality relation- 478

ships between SM and evaporation gradually declined as soil 479

depth increased (Figure 23(i)–(l)). Furthermore, the evapora- 480

tion was stably maintained to have a far-reaching impact on 481

every layer of SM. SM also presented an evident decreasing 482

effect on evaporation with increasing soil depth. Besides, 483

since ERA5-Land considers both the liquid and solid water 484

content, ERA5-Land SM remains nearly constant over the 485

frozen season. Therefore, precipitation and evaporation could 486

hardly impact SM when ST<0 ◦C, and substantial influences 487

from precipitation and evaporation are mainly concentrated 488

over the warm season. 489

IV. DISCUSSION 490

SMhas long been considered a critical indicator for character- 491

izing land-surface hydrological evolution and climate change 492
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FIGURE 13. Monthly SM rolling mean (red line) and regression line (cyan line) for different layers during 1950–2020. Gradient
shading represents the confidence intervals for the SM ensemble.

trends [44], [50]. Multi-layer SM derived from ERA5-Land493

has been widely evaluated and utilized since its inception494

[28], [29], 30]. This study systematically investigated long-495

term SM evolution trends in the MP from 1950 to 2020. A496

conspicuous loss trend was detected among all the available497

layers.498

A. SM VERTICAL VARIABILITY PATTERN499

During the analysis process, we firstly identified that the500

SM became wetter with increasing depth in the arid and501

semi-arid areas of the MP, which is called the inverse502

humidity phenomenon [51]. According to previous studies503

[52], [53], depth is the dominant source of heterogeneity504

in the volumetric SM content. Atmospheric water can be505

transformed into soil water through condensation (including506

distinct types of precipitation) and infiltration. When pre-507

cipitation occurs, rain infiltrates the soil pores and replen-508

ishes the soil water content. The SM surface layer quickly509

increased and then gradually declined. Accordingly, the deep510

soil layer is nourished by the transferred moisture. Then, 511

the SM and groundwater are transformed into each other 512

through infiltration and evaporation. SM enters the atmo- 513

sphere through evaporation (vegetation transpiration) and 514

is transformed into atmospheric water. Soil evaporation is 515

usually divided into atmosphere-controlled, soil hydraulic 516

conductivity-controlled, and diffusion-dominant stages in 517

terms of the declining soil evaporation rate [54]. 518

In addition to the wetting trend in the vertical direction, 519

SM exhibited a stable trend with increasing soil depth. The 520

seasonal fluctuation of SM gradually decreased as the soil 521

depth increased, implying that deep-layer SM could be imper- 522

vious to seasonal climate rhythms. During the downward 523

transportation of water through soil pores, soil layers inter- 524

cepted a portion of the water, less water is obtained, and 525

a smaller amplitude was exhibited as the depth increases 526

[55]. Meanwhile, the surface SM was highly variable owing 527

to the direct and synthetic influence of atmospheric con- 528

ditions. Moreover, the corresponding ST also presented a 529
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FIGURE 14. Monthly ST rolling mean (red line) and regression line (cyan line) for different layers during 1950–2020. Gradient
shading represents the confidence intervals for the ST ensemble.

FIGURE 15. Monthly precipitation rolling mean (red line) and regression line (cyan line) during 1950–2020. Gradient shading
represents confidence intervals for the precipitation ensemble.

similar stability tendency, and the fourth-layer ST showed530

mild yearly variations compared to the others. Additionally,531

the month in which the maximum occurred gradually dis-532

played the latency feature with increasing soil depth. The533

month with the peak temperature could be delayed from July 534

(first layer) to August (fourth layer). This pattern correlated 535

roughly with previous investigations based on reanalysis and 536

satellite-derived datasets [11], [28], [56], [57]. In addition, 537
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FIGURE 16. Monthly evaporation rolling mean (red line) and regression line (cyan line) during 1950–2020. The gradient
shading represents the confidence intervals for the evaporation ensemble.

FIGURE 17. Scatter density plot between different layers ST ((a)–(d)), precipitation ((e)–(h)), evaporation ((i)–(l)), and the
corresponding SM.

as previously reported [58], for all conditions of surface SM538

observations across the globe, the variability in surface-layer539

SM could be larger than that in the root-zone. This revealed540

that surface-layer variability can be reduced when extreme541

dry conditions are considered [23].542

B. ATTRIBUTION ANALYSIS543

Through comprehensive investigations, this study primarily544

concluded that the SM on the MP has undergone continuous545

declination over the past 70 years. The drying trend intensi-546

fied as soil depth increased. Furthermore, there was a gradual547

increase in the ST warming with increasing soil depth. Both548

precipitation and evaporation showed an overall decreasing549

tendency. This conclusion is supported by a previous study550

[45]. This study assessed remotely sensed and reanalyzed551

SM in the MP and indicated that surface SM exhibited a552

decreasing trend during the warm season for the period 1982– 553

2018. Precipitation played a more significant role than tem- 554

perature in explaining the dynamic trend of SM, as reported 555

by the partial correlation analysis. Meng et al. [44] conducted 556

a quantitative assessment of SM spatiotemporal variability 557

in the MP from 1982 to 2019 and demonstrated a signifi- 558

cant decreasing trend in SM. The SM dynamics are mainly 559

induced by precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. 560

To further explore the potential correlation between the 561

dynamics of SM and related atmospheric conditions, this 562

study provides a preliminary analysis of the interactions 563

between these parameters using the Granger causality test. 564

The precipitation was identified as the vital Granger cause of 565

SM in over 80% of the MP across different layers, demon- 566

strating the predominant influence of precipitation events 567

on SM dynamics. Conversely, SM at 0–100 cm depth was 568
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FIGURE 18. Cross-correlation between different layers ST ((a)–(d)), precipitation ((e)–(h)), evaporation ((i)–(l)), and the
corresponding SM.

FIGURE 19. Spatial evolutionary trend of different SM layers on the MP. Areas without significant trends are shown in white.

detected to be the Granger cause of precipitation in 21.52%–569

39.78% of the MP. On the one hand, it is well acknowledged570

that precipitation can efficiently enhance an increase of SM.571

On the other hand, SM has been proven to have various572

impacts on precipitation probabilities in terms of regional573

aridity [23]. The specific mechanism of SM and precipita-574

tion interaction is a complex process involving atmospheric575

conditions, land surface moisture, boundary layer, and wind576

speed. Besides, evaporation was thought to be the Granger577

cause of SM in over 60% of the MP, whereas the impact of578

SM on evaporation gradually declined as the depth increased.579

Simultaneously, the SM-evaporation feedback was not signif- 580

icant at high latitudes, where the energy available for evapora- 581

tionwas small [26].Moreover, the proportion of ST that could 582

be speculated to be the Granger cause of SM increased with 583

increasing depth. According to a previous investigation [59], 584

the increase in SM (in this study, the SM increased as the 585

depth increased) could result in a higher heat storage capacity, 586

which effectively reduces the irregular fluctuation of the ST 587

originating from unpredictable atmospheric conditions. Thus, 588

the water–heat covariations in the soil could be physically 589

consistent. 590
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FIGURE 20. Spatial evolutionary trend of different ST layers on the MP. Areas without significant trends are shown in white.

FIGURE 21. Spatial evolutionary trend of precipitation in the MP. Areas
without significant trends are shown in white.

C. UNCERTAINTIES591

The results derived from our study were mainly based on the592

ERA5-Land monthly averaged products. Great efforts have593

been devoted to evaluating the accuracy of ERA5-Land prod-594

ucts, and ERA5-Land has shown favorable performance com-595

pared to its predecessors as well as other reanalysis products596

[19], [28], [60]. However, the multi-depth SM, ST, precipi-597

tation, and evaporation dataset are derived from the ERA5-598

Land products, which means inborn uniformity among these599

datasets. In-depth investigation using mutually independent600

datasets is expected in future to explore the evolution pattern601

of SM under the influences of climatic factors.602

Additionally, diversified uncertainties inevitably exist in603

the ERA5-Land assimilation processes, leading to certain604

instabilities both spatially and temporally. For instance,605

FIGURE 22. Spatial evolutionary trend of evaporation in MP. Areas
without significant trends are shown in white.

Xin et al. [61] found that further improvement could be 606

essential for ERA5-Land products to provide accurate pre- 607

cipitation patterns in areas with high urbanization levels. 608

Wu et al. [30] thoroughly validated the ERA5-Land SM in 609

China and revealed that the performance of the ERA5-Land 610

SMwas mostly determined by SM climatology. In particular, 611

the ERA5-Land SM expressed a relatively large bias in humid 612

and semi-humid areas. In addition to ST, precipitation, and 613

evaporation, many other factors (i.e., soil texture, groundwa- 614

ter depth, and vegetation) could also affect the distribution 615

patterns of SM. As a classical measurement method, the 616

Granger causality test has been widely accepted and used in 617

Earth system science studies. However, it may not be suffi- 618

ciently rigorous to define a temporal-related phenomenon as 619
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FIGURE 23. Granger causality between ST ((a)–(d)), precipitation ((e)–(h)), evaporation ((i)–(l)), and corresponding SM. The red areas are identified with
bidirectional causality relationships between the SM and the related climate parameters; the yellow indicates that the related climate parameters are
the unidirectional cause of the SM, and the green indicates that the SM is the unidirectional cause of the related climate parameters. Areas without
significant causal links are shown in blue.

causality. Therefore, this study conducted a causality analy-620

sis to attempt to explain the reason for the increase in SM621

variation.622

In addition to climatic factors, the variability of SM can623

also be directly or indirectly affected by human activities,624

such as domestic water withdrawal, livestock, irrigation, min-625

ing, electricity, and manufacturing. With the steady growth626

of population and economic development, an equal increase627

in human water use intensity can influence the sustainable628

soil water resource supply [62], [63]. Therefore, it is primar-629

ily assumed that the fluctuation in SM is a comprehensive630

expression jointly driven by both climatic and human factors.631

Future studies should focus on the duration, intensity, and632

pattern of artificial interference in SM variations.633

V. CONCLUSION634

In summary, this study preliminarily confirmed the trend635

of SM loss in the MP from 1950 to 2020 using reanalysis636

products. Specifically, as the depth increased, the drying637

trend was notably aggravated at the same time (-0.003 m3/m3
638

per decade for 0–7 cm depth and -0.005 m3/m3 per decade639

for 100–289 cm depth), suggesting that the available soil640

water content for vegetation roots would decrease. Addi-641

tionally, the seasonal dynamics of deep-layer SM could be642

less volatile than those of surface-layer SM because of the643

interception of surface-layer SM to atmospheric conditions.644

Through Granger causality analysis, precipitation was found645

to be the predominant reason for the efficient variation in SM646

across different depths during the warm period (ST>0 ◦C).647

Simultaneously, a pre-existing response of the SM to648

precipitation was observed. Moreover, the evaporation and 649

land surface SMdisplayed close interactions, and this bidirec- 650

tional interactive response turned unidirectional (the impact 651

of deep layer SM on evaporation remarkably decreased) with 652

increasing depth during the warm period (ST>0 ◦C). The 653

interaction analysis was expected to improve the understand- 654

ing of the spatial and temporal SM dynamics in the MP. 655

However, this study merely conducted a preliminary investi- 656

gation of the evolutionary characteristics of SM fluctuations 657

under the background of global climate warming. In particu- 658

lar, more in-depth analysis devoted to exploring the intrinsic 659

mechanism of SM change is necessary in the future. 660
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